STOPPAGES FOR PEACE!!

WHY A STOPPAGES?

Two weeks ago, 30,000 tons of American bombs were shipped to Germany;

Four days ago, 1,200 innocent Spanish women and children were blown to bits in Barcelona - BY GERMANS.

THE UNITED STATES SELLS WAR SUPPLIES TO HITLER - IT EMARGOES DEMOCRATIC SPAIN!

Does this make sense?

Hitler means to the peace of America, Spain defends it - but Hitler receives American arms and Spain is denied them.

Does "Neutrality" make sense?

OR DOES AN EMBARGO OF GERMANY AND AID TO SPAIN SOUND RIGHT?

This is one reason for the stoppage.

We act for the O'Connell Peace Bill - TO EMBARGO AGGRESSORS and AID THE VICTIMS.

And LET'S NOT ACT ALONE! Make America co-operate with the other non-fascist countries to QUARANTINE THE AGGRESSORS!

Hull suggests an anti-aggressor conference. MAKE AMERICA CALL IT!

This will unite the democracies against Hitler; this will force England to act; this will break the tory Chamberlain government.

The alternative is isolation; the alternative is a big navy. Along with collective action, FIGHT THE VINCION BILL (for a billion dollar war budget). PREPARE FOR PEACE THROUGH COLLECTIVE SECURITY; NOT FOR WAR THROUGH A BIG NAVY!

THIS IS OUR ANSWER TO YESTERDAY'S HEADLINES:

Germany is the aggressor - EMBARGO GERMANY!

Spain fights fascism - AID SPAIN!

Hitler divides and conquers - UNITE AGAINST HITLER!

Isolation means big navy - REPLACE GUNS WITH COLLECTIVE ACTION!

THE WAR-MAKERS MADE YESTERDAY'S HEADLINES - LET THE PEACE-LOVERS TAKE THURSDAY'S!

THURSDAY

11:00 A.M.

OUT ON CAMPUS
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